As computer vision datasets grow larger, the community is increasingly relying on crowdsourced annotations to train and test their algorithms. Since the capability of online annotators is considered varied and unpredictable, many strategies have been proposed to "clean" crowdsourced annotations. However, these strategies typically require more annotations, rather than using the annotation or image content itself. In this paper we propose and evaluate several strategies for automatically estimating the quality of an object annotation. Finally, we show that we can significantly outperform simple baselines by combining multiple image-based annotation assessment strategies.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been interest in more diverse and larger object data sets such as LabelMe [3] and ImageNet [6] . These data sets contain spatial annotations of thousands of object categories in hundreds of thousands of images. In order to build these kinds of data sets, researchers must crowdsource the annotation effort to non-experts. Due to the unpredictable capability of online annotators, these annotations can not be trusted.
For this reason, numerous strategies are uesd to "clean" or filter the raw annotations. Sorokin and Forsyth [1] have suggested the use of the following strategies; "Gold standard", "Grading", and "Consensus". These strategies are found to be effective, but they also incur additional necessary costs and ultimately add complexity to the database creation.
LabelMe, on the other hand, uses a simple but surprisingly effective heuristic to rank user annotations -the number of control points in each annotation. This heuristic is an instance of what we will refer to as the annotation scoring functions. Given a user annotation and an image, the annotation scoring functions will return a real-valued score, which estimat the quality of the given annotation. These functions are useful because they do not dispense with any user annotations and allow a database to be filtered in accordance with the demands of a specific algorithm.
We believe this paper is the first to explore annotation scoring functions. We hope these methods will help researchers utilize large-scale, crowdsourced data sets in both computer vision and computer graphics.
An ideal annotation scoring function would rank annotations in accordance with a "ground truth" quality ranking. We will discuss how we define ground truth later in this paper. The scoring function should be unbiased. For instance, one might consider using a pedestrians detector to assess the quality of person annotations, but this circularity would bias the user toward using person instances, 1 which are already easy to recognize and thus defeat the purpose of using larger datasets. To help avoid such biases, we examine only category agnostic scoring functions. If a scoring function only expresses confidence for "easy" instances, our evaluation method will penalize it because its ranking will diverge from the ground truth ranking.
Although the LabelMe [3] baseline scoring function, which counts control points, is surprisingly effective, it does not consider the image itself. Therefore, we should be able to score annotations more intelligently by considering whether an annotation has likely been given the local or global image content. While there is little previous work on "annotation scoring functions" per se, there is considerable research on edge detection, image segmentation, and more recently generic object detection which one might expect to be informative on the subject of annotation quality. In Section 3 we operationalize such techniques for use in annotation assessment and compare their performance to simple baselines. A combined scoring function leveraging multiple cues significantly outperforms any existing baseline.
Definitions and Dataset
By taking an image and user's annotation, an annotation scoring function returns a real-valued score indicating the quality of that annotation. By our definition, we do not consider the situation where an annotation is determined to be poor quality because the annotator gave it the wrong label. In this paper, we investigate five annotation scoring functions and have each method ranked by hundreds of crowdsourced user annotations. We then compare those rankings of annotation quality to a ground truth ranking standard using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient [11] and Kendall's rank correlation coefficient [9] . As a result, it is first necessary to build a dataset containing pairs of crowdsourced annotations with their corresponding ground truth annotation.
User Annotations
We collect spatial object annotations from LabelMe [3] which are closed polygons entered from a web-based interface. All of the scoring functions, except for the LabelMe baseline, take a binary mask as input rather than a polygon. Thus our functions are suitable to any labeling interface that produces either segmentation or a bounding box.
We collect 200 random images and user annotations from 5 categories -person, car, chair, dog, and building. These categories are picked because they are among the most common objects in LabelMe and because they are distinct in size, shape, and annotation difficulty.
Ground truth annotations
We need to establish a ground truth spatial annotation in order to know how good each user annotation is. The red contour in Figure 1 shows a sample of the ground truth annotation for five objects in our dataset. Since we are assessing LabelMe annotations, our ground truth is specified in strict accordance with the LabelMe guidelines. Although different datasets have different rules about how to annotate occlusions, we do not believe these rules had a significant impact on user annotation quality, except for the building category where user annotations violated these rules more often. The actual ground truth segmentation was manually performed. Since our annotation protocol is requires a high level of consistency, we verify the consistency of every image several times. We hope that this time consuming dataset might be useful for the community and we will release it in the future.
Comparing Annotations
To establish a ground truth quality score for user annotations we need to compare user annotations to our ground truth annotations. Although there are numerous methods in the vision literature for comparing such shapes, the most widely used is the PASCAL VOC overlap score [8] . However, the overlap score is not entirely satisfying for arbitrary shapes because it gives no special attention to boundaries or small protrusions. Therefore, we also use the Euclidean distance score, inspired by the "Shape Context" method [2] , which will emphasize the boundary agreement of two annotations.
Overlap Score
In PASCAL VOC competition, algorithms are evaluated based on the overlap area of the two annotations. For two objects B u and B v , the overlap score is:
where B u ∩ B v denotes the intersection of two bounding boxes or binary masks and B u ∪ B v denotes their union.
Euclidean Distance Score
The Euclidean distance score measures the distance between two annotation boundaries. In our experiment, we sample m = 300 random points along each annotation boundary then calculate the Euclidean distance between all possible pairwise correspondences, resulting in an m by m matrix of Euclidean distances. Given this matrix, the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [10] returns the m assignments which have the minimum total Euclidean distance. In Figure 2 left, the red and green points are the random points from the user and ground truth annotations, respectively, while the blue lines show the Euclidean distance between the assigned pairwise. Given these correspondences for annotations B v and B u where (X i , Y i ) ∈ B u , (x i , y i ) ∈ B v we simply sum the pairwise distances according to Equation 2 . Finally, we normalize these distances into [0,1].Due to the fact that larger Euclidean distances are associated with lower annotation quality, we define our Euclidean distance score as 1 minus the normalized summed distance (Equation 3).
And max(dist) is the maximum Euclidean distance of that category.
Ground Truth Quality Ranking
To create our per-category ground truth ranking, we compare each user and ground truth annotation using a combination of the overlap score and the Euclidean distance score: Figure 2 : Left: The blue line shows the Euclidean distance between the ground truth bounding box (red points) and the user's bounding box (green points). Right: The green contour is the user's bounding box, while the red contours are the candidate object's contour base on the user's bounding box.
where score e is the Euclidean distance score, score p is the overlap score between the user and ground truth bounding box while w 1 and w 2 were empirically found to produce intuitive distance computations between annotations.
Annotation Scoring Functions
Given an image and annotation, we evaluate the quality of each annotation using the annotation scoring function and then rank all of the annotations within each object category. We investigate five annotation scoring functions based on different methods; number of annotation control points [3] , annotation size, edge detection, Bayesian matting [5] and object proposal [7] .
Baselines: Control points and Annotation Size
Starting with the simple baseline -the quality of an annotation is proportional to the number of control points in the bounding polygon. This baseline,used by LabelMe [3] , works surprisingly well -a large number of control points usually indicatess that the user made an effort to closely follow the object boundary.
Moreover, we also propose an even simpler baseline relating annotation size and quality of annotation. We believe that the larger an object is, the better the annotation is. Because it is easier for a user to annotate a large, high resolution object than a smaller one. We calculate the size baseline score as the percentage of image area occupied by the user annotation.
Edge Detection
Observantly, a good annotation will tend to follow image edges. But this is not strictly true of most user annotations, even those which are qualitatively quite good. Although users have a tendency to annotate outside/inside the actual object boundary by a few pixels even, they are tracing the shape quite accurately. To accommodate for this we consider not just the user bounding polygon, but also several dilations and erosions of this bounding region as shown in Figure 2 , right.
For each such dilated or eroded user boundary we measure the overlap with filtered image edges. We first run Canny edge detection [4] on the image. Any short fragments which often correspond to texture are discarded. Then, we group the resulting edge fragments into contours. Moreover, we also discard fragments whose dominant orientation differs from the orientation of the nearby user bounding box. Finally, we find the boundary which has the most edge overlap and assign a score to the user annotation in proportion to how much this best boundary was dilated or eroded. The input image with annotation, its trimap and its alpha map from Baysian Matting approach. The black, gray and white regions in the trimap are the background, unknown and foreground region, respectively. Right: The blue contours are regions, which are similar to the user's bounding box (green contour) from the object proposal approach.
Bayesian Matting
The fourth annotation scoring function is based on the Bayesian matting algorithm [5] . Bayesian matting models the object and background color distributions with spatially-varying mixtures of Gaussians and assumes a fractional blending of the object and background colors to produce the final output. It then uses a maximum-likelihood criterion to estimate the optimal opacity, object and background simultaneously.
Given a trimap with three regions: "background", "object" and "unknown" where the background and object regions have been delineated conservatively. We construct these three regions based on the user annotation. The region outside the user annotation is constrained as background while the inside region is constrained as object. All pixels within a small, fixed distance of the user boundary are marked as unknown (see Figure 3 , left). Bayesian matting returns an alpha map with values between 0 to 1 where 0 means background and 1 means object. The fractional opacities, α, can be interpreted as a confidence of that pixel belonging to the object. Since, we believe that a good annotation is expected to agree with localized image segmentation, we then use these α values to compute an annotation score as follows:
where α in and α out are the opacity of each pixel within the unknown region inside and outside the annotation respectively while area in and area out are the area of the unknown region inside and outside the annotation.
Object Proposal
The last annotation scoring function is based on the object proposal approach by Endres and Hoiem [7] . In their work, they propose a category-independent method to produce a ranking of potential object regions. Given an input image, their approach generates a set of segmentations by performing graph cuts based on a seed region and a learned affinity function. Then, these regions are ranked using structured learning based on various cues. Top-ranked regions are likely to be good segmentations of objects. Thus, we assume that if the user annotation is similar to one of the top ranked object proposals, then that suggests the annotation may be of high quality. To score a user annotation, we first find the object proposal with the smallest Euclidean distance and overlap score to the user annotation. The score is the rank of that object proposal divided by the total number of object proposals. In addition, we also try to have the object proposal method [7] directly score the segmentation provided by the user, and not explore multiple segmentations, but the performance became worse.
4 Rank Correlation
At this point we have a ground truth ranking for the user annotations within each category as well as a ranking from each scoring function. We measure how well each ranking agrees with the ground truth using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient or Spearman's rho, ρ [11] and Kendall's rank correlation coefficient or Kendall's Tau, τ [9] .
Spearman's rank correlation
The n raw scores X i , Y i are converted to ranks (x i , y i ) and the differences d i = (x i − y i ) between the ranks of each observation of the two variables are calculated. If there are no tied ranks, then ρ is given by:
Kendall's rank correlation
Let (x i , y i ) be a set of joint observations from two random variables of n raw scores X i and Y i respectively, such that all the values of (x i ) and (y i ) are unique.Any pair of observations (x i , y i ) and (x j , y j ) are said to be
• concordant if the ranks for both elements agree: that is, if both x i > x j and y i > y j or if both x i < x j and y i < y j
• discordant if x i > x j and y i < y j or if x i < x j and y i > y j
• neither concordant, nor disconcordant if x i = x j or y i = y j The Kendall's rank coefficient is defined as:
An increasing rank correlation coefficient implies increasing agreement between rankings. The coefficient is inside the interval [-1, 1] and can be interpreted as follows:
• 1 if the agreement between the two rankings is perfect; the two rankings are the same.
• 0 if the rankings are completely independent.
• -1 if the disagreement between the two rankings is perfect; one ranking is the reverse of the other.
Results
Given the input image and its corresponding annotation, the annotation scoring function returns a score range between [0, 1], which estimates the quality of that annotation. Using these scores, we then generate the overall annotation ranking from each scoring function and evaluate these rankings by calculating the rank correlation against the ground truth ranking. Table 1 shows the rank correlations for each annotation scoring function broken down by category. "Building" stands out as the most difficult category for most scoring functions. We believe this is because LabelMe users did not reliably follow the annotation rules -they sometimes included multiple buildings in a single annotation, or handled occlusion incorrectly. This led to a significant disparity between some user and ground truth annotation pairs. These results show that the number of control points is indeed a good predictor of annotation quality except for the building category. We think that this metric is uniquely bad for the building category and other categories such as window or door which the objects are usually in the rectangular shape. Thus many accurate annotations have only 4 control points. Interestingly, the even simpler annotation size baseline performs about as well as the control point baseline and is more directly applicable to annotation protocols that don't use polygons such as freehand lassoing. Both the Bayesian matting and edge detection scoring functions have a high rank correlation. We believe the Bayesian matting approach handles foreground occlusions poorly and thus does not perform well in the building category.
However, we expected the object proposal scoring function to perform better. But in fact the algorithm is answering a somewhat different question than what we are interested in. The object proposal evaluates how likely is this segment to be an object? and the question we are interested in is how accurately annotated is this object segment?. We know that all user annotations are object segments -none of the annotations are so adversarial so as to contain no object. The object proposal methods may be intentionally invariant to the annotation quality, because the automatic segmentations that it considers cannot be expected to be particularly accurate.
Finally, we investigate the performance of combinations of scoring functions. It is simple to "average" multiple rankings by averaging the object's score, and then re-ordering. We tried numerous combinations and found that none could exceed the performance of the Bayesian matting and edge scoring functions together. This "final" combination scores the highest for every category. We were surprised that the baseline scoring functions did not reinforce the more advanced, image-based functions. We also have visualized that specific annotation instances are ranked by each function in Figure 4 and the rankings that result from each scoring function in Figure 5 -9. Figure 5 : The five highest and lowest ranked user annotations according to the ground truth ranking and each annotation scoring function.The green and red bounding boxes are the user's and ground truth bounding boxes respectively, while the blue contours are the object's contour from the edge detection approach. 9
Figure 6: The five highest and lowest ranked user annotations according to the ground truth ranking and each annotation scoring function.The green and red bounding boxes are the user's and ground truth bounding boxes respectively, while the blue contours are the object's contour from the edge detection approach.
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Figure 7: The five highest and lowest ranked user annotations according to the ground truth ranking and each annotation scoring function.The green and red bounding boxes are the user's and ground truth bounding boxes respectively, while the blue contours are the object's contour from the edge detection approach. 11
Figure 8: The five highest and lowest ranked user annotations according to the ground truth ranking and each annotation scoring function.The green and red bounding boxes are the user's and ground truth bounding boxes respectively, while the blue contours are the object's contour from the edge detection approach. 12 Figure 9 : The five highest and lowest ranked user annotations according to the ground truth ranking and each annotation scoring function.The green and red bounding boxes are the user's and ground truth bounding boxes respectively, while the blue contours are the object's contour from the edge detection approach. 13
